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Abstract: This paper aims to study the task-based teaching method in college English reading instruction, assessing its impact on students' reading abilities. By analyzing the theoretical basis of task-based teaching and supporting it with empirical research and case studies, the paper reveals the role of this method in enhancing students' reading skills, language application abilities, and subject knowledge. The results indicate that the task-based teaching method helps to stimulate students' interest in learning, enhance motivation, promote the integration of language input and output, and provides strong support for students to use English in real-life communication contexts.
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1. Introduction

College English reading instruction has always received significant attention, and the task-based teaching method, known for its focus on practical contexts and student participation, has become a prominent method for improving students' comprehensive language abilities. This paper aims to thoroughly investigate the application of the task-based teaching method in college English reading instruction and evaluate its actual effects on students' reading abilities. By exploring the theoretical foundation of the task-based teaching method, the current state of college English reading instruction, and the application of this method in reading instruction, this paper seeks to provide feasible teaching methods and strategies for college English reading instruction.

2. Theoretical Basis of Task-Based Teaching Method

2.1 Concept and Characteristics of Task-Based Teaching Method

As a modern language teaching approach, the Task-Based Teaching Method emphasizes practical language application abilities in its concept and characteristics.

2.1.1 Concept of Task-Based Teaching Method

The Task-Based Teaching Method is a language teaching approach centered around tasks. In this method, students acquire and apply language knowledge through completing various tasks in real-life contexts, emphasizing the practicality and functionality of language learning. The design of tasks often reflects communication needs students might face in real life, such as shopping, traveling, socializing, etc., enabling students to directly apply the language learned in the learning process. Through these tasks, students develop language skills, including listening, speaking, reading, writing, and cross-disciplinary comprehensive abilities.

The concept of the Task-Based Teaching Method focuses not only on linguistic forms but also on language application in specific contexts to promote holistic student development. This method, through creating specific and life-related tasks, provides students with richer language input and output experiences, better adapting them to real-life contexts and improving communication skills. Hence, the Task-Based Teaching Method becomes an important teaching strategy to enhance student participation and interest, fostering their ability to actively use language in real situations.

2.1.2 Characteristics of Task-Based Teaching Method

The Task-Based Teaching Method possesses several distinct characteristics, contributing to its unique appeal and effectiveness. First, one characteristic is its specific task orientation. This method
starts with practical tasks, making them the core of teaching activities. These tasks are often designed to be close to students' lives, practical and engaging, focusing on acquiring language knowledge through completing tasks, thereby enhancing students' practical interest in language learning. Second, the method emphasizes a balance between language input and output. During the teaching process, students continuously engage with and understand real-life language while completing tasks, fostering their language application skills and achieving comprehensive language skill development.

Third, the Task-Based Teaching Method advocates student collaboration and interaction. Students collaborate within groups to complete tasks, encouraging teamwork and communication, which not only contributes to task completion but also facilitates the creation of language environments, allowing more natural language use in real contexts. Additionally, the method supports personalized learning paths. Students can choose different task paths based on their interests and abilities, increasing the personalization of learning and enhancing motivation and autonomy.[3]

Lastly, the Task-Based Teaching Method emphasizes emotional factors. By designing emotionally engaging tasks, it stimulates students' interest in learning, making the learning process more emotionally rich and helping students establish a more positive learning attitude. These characteristics make the Task-Based Teaching Method a close-to-student-needs, interest-stimulating, and effective strategy for promoting practical language application.

2.2 Psychological Basis of Task-Based Teaching Method

The design of the Task-Based Teaching Method not only considers the process of language learning but also pays close attention to students' psychological development and cognitive features to improve teaching effectiveness.

2.2.1 Learning Motivation and Emotional Factors

In the Task-Based Teaching Method, learning motivation and emotional factors are seen as crucial drivers for active student participation. Learning motivation involves students' interest, expectations, and value cognition towards learning, while emotional factors include the emotional experiences students have during learning, such as pleasure, curiosity, and satisfaction. First, the Task-Based Teaching Method stimulates students' learning interest by designing specific, life-related tasks. These tasks often involve scenarios students might encounter daily, making learning not just about knowledge transfer but a means to solve real problems and complete actual tasks, thereby increasing learning motivation. Second, emotional factors play a significant role in the Task-Based Teaching Method. By setting tasks with high emotional involvement, like role-playing in real scenarios or collaborative tasks for solving actual problems, students experience positive emotions during task completion, which helps establish positive learning connections and enhances their satisfaction with learning.

In summary, the Task-Based Teaching Method, by stimulating students' learning interest and emotional experiences, makes learning more attractive and meaningful, thereby enhancing students' learning motivation and cultivating positive learning emotions. This creates favorable conditions for students to engage more deeply and comprehensively in language learning.[4]

2.2.2 Application of Cognitive Development Theory

The Task-Based Teaching Method has a profound theoretical basis in applying cognitive development theory. Its task design aims to better meet students' cognitive needs. By moderately challenging students in tasks, the method guides students to exceed their current cognitive level, gradually expanding their cognitive structures. This progressive task design considers students' cognitive levels and developmental stages, making learning more sustainable. For example, in grammar learning, the method can design a series of increasingly complex tasks, leading students from simple grammar rule applications to more complex contexts, thereby gradually enhancing their deeper understanding of language.

2.2.3 Integration of Sociocultural Theory

Integrating sociocultural theory is a key component of the success of the Task-Based Teaching Method. By placing language learning in real social contexts, the method emphasizes that language learning needs to be combined with actual social situations. In task design, students are placed in real social scenarios where tasks require them to use language in specific contexts. This theoretical integration transforms language learning from isolated knowledge acquisition to a process combined with sociocultural practice. Through tasks, students not only learn grammar and vocabulary but also develop the ability to flexibly use language in social interactions, making language learning more profound and broad. This comprehensive learning experience helps students better adapt to
multicultural contexts and improve their practical language application skills. The theoretical integration of the Task-Based Teaching Method provides students with a more comprehensive and realistic language learning experience, encouraging them to understand and apply what they have learned more deeply.

3. Application of Task-Based Teaching Method in College English Reading Instruction

3.1 Implementation Steps of the Task-Based Teaching Method

The key to implementing the Task-Based Teaching Method lies in stimulating student interest, fostering autonomous learning, and making reading more practical and purposeful.[5]

3.1.1 Task Design

Task design is a crucial element of the Task-Based Teaching Method in college English reading instruction. In this step, teachers need to establish clear reading tasks to ensure that they are both challenging and suitable for students' levels. Tasks should be integrated into real-life contexts, such as simulating real situations, solving practical problems, or completing group projects.

A successful task design should be specific and able to trigger students' learning interest. Through tasks, students master reading skills in practical application, thus better understanding and applying the learned knowledge. Teachers can choose themes related to students' life experiences and interests to stimulate their subject interest and willingness to learn autonomously. In task design, teachers should also focus on the task's challenge level, enabling students to gradually improve their reading level while ensuring that tasks are not overly difficult and can be completed with appropriate guidance.

Well-designed tasks lead students to a deeper understanding in reading and enhance practical application skills, laying a solid foundation for subsequent learning. Task design in the Task-Based Teaching Method is a key component of the entire teaching process, directly related to the enhancement of students' learning experience and academic abilities.

3.1.2 Task Introduction

The Task-Based Teaching Method emphasizes stimulating students' interest and motivation through the task introduction phase, laying a positive foundation for the entire reading instruction process. Teachers play a vital role in the design of this stage.

By posing engaging questions or presenting captivating scenarios, teachers can attract students' attention before starting reading activities. The questions should be closely related to students' real lives and interests, stimulating their thinking. For instance, by raising questions related to students' daily lives, teachers can guide students to actively think and predict the content they will read. This helps to build students' expectations and motivation for the task.

The design of task introduction can also create a sense of pleasure in learning by presenting engaging scenarios. Teachers can use multimedia, storytelling, etc., to immerse students in an engaging scene, thus triggering emotional resonance and more active involvement in the subsequent reading task.

Overall, task introduction is an important segment designed to stimulate students' interest and motivation for the task. The design of task introduction can also create a sense of pleasure in learning by presenting engaging scenarios. Teachers can use multimedia, storytelling, etc., to immerse students in an engaging scene, thus triggering emotional resonance and more active involvement in the subsequent reading task.

3.1.3 Reading Process

In the reading process of the Task-Based Teaching Method, students apply language skills to complete specific tasks. This stage is crucial for active student participation and engagement. Teachers should consider the following aspects when guiding students through the reading.

Firstly, teachers should stimulate students' reading interest, making them enthusiastic and proactive about the task. By introducing interesting topics and engaging scenarios, teachers can spark students' curiosity, encouraging them to actively participate in reading.

Secondly, teachers need to guide students towards a deeper understanding, including reading comprehension and vocabulary application. Teachers can design a series of questions that require students to delve into the information in the text, enhancing the depth of reading. In terms of vocabulary application, through task settings, students more easily grasp and remember vocabulary in practical use.

Most importantly, students' goal in reading is to complete specific tasks, giving the reading process more practical and purposeful characteristics. Students are not just passively reading but applying the
language in real situations through task completion, thereby better understanding and mastering the content.

Overall, in the reading process, the Task-Based Teaching Method emphasizes students' active participation and practical application of language skills, making reading not a passive process of receiving information but a language practice activity closely linked to actual tasks.

3.1.4 Group Collaboration

In the Task-Based Teaching Method, group collaboration is an important aspect, aimed at fostering language interaction and teamwork among students through joint task completion.

Firstly, group collaboration can stimulate students' learning motivation. Students exchange and discuss ideas within groups, sharing different viewpoints and experiences, which can lead to a more comprehensive understanding of the task and increase interest and investment in the subject.

Secondly, group collaboration develops students' language interaction abilities. In teamwork, students need to express their opinions effectively, listen to others' suggestions, thus improving speaking and listening skills and deepening language communication.

Most importantly, group collaboration cultivates teamwork and communication skills. By solving problems together, students learn how to cooperate effectively, fostering excellent team spirit. This ability is crucial for their future success in work and social interactions.

Overall, group collaboration is a key strategy in the Task-Based Teaching Method. Through this approach, students not only enhance their language skills in completing tasks but also acquire teamwork and communication skills, making learning more enjoyable and practical.

3.1.5 Task Summary

Task summary is a key step in the Task-Based Teaching Method, allowing students to reflect on and summarize the entire task process, thereby deepening their understanding of the learned knowledge and language skills.

In the task summary phase, students have the opportunity to review and assess their achievements in completing tasks. Through practical application of tasks, students not only deepen their understanding of subject knowledge but also improve their level of practical language application. They realize that their language skills have been exercised and enhanced through task implementation.

Task summary also provides teachers an opportunity to understand students' learning outcomes. Teachers can observe students' performance in tasks, understand their levels in reading comprehension and practical language application, and provide targeted feedback and adjustments for subsequent teaching.

Through task summary, students not only improve reading comprehension and practical language application skills in actual tasks but also develop self-awareness and reflective abilities in the learning process. This aligns with the core philosophy of the Task-Based Teaching Method, which is to encourage students to learn through practical tasks, achieving a higher level of language application.

3.2 Advantages and Challenges of the Task-Based Teaching Method in Reading Instruction

3.2.1 Advantages

The Task-Based Teaching Method emphasizes practical contexts close to students' real lives, making reading more relevant to their actual experiences. By conducting tasks in real scenarios, students can understand and apply learned knowledge more intuitively, developing practical English application skills. This practical design ensures that students are not just passively receiving information in reading but actively participating in real contexts, laying a solid foundation for future language application.

The Task-Based Teaching Method significantly enhances students' learning motivation through the design of interesting and challenging tasks. These tasks stimulate students' curiosity and desire for knowledge, making them more willing to immerse themselves in reading fully. The tasks' fun and challenging nature ignite students' intense interest in the subject, transforming learning from a monotonous knowledge acquisition process into an enjoyable and motivating activity.

Through task design, students comprehensively develop language skills like listening, speaking, reading, and writing in reading. Tasks focus not only on reading comprehension but also cover other language aspects, such as oral expression and writing skills. Such comprehensive task design allows students to more holistically enhance their language skills, preparing them for integrated language use.
3.2.2 Challenges

In Task-Based Teaching, the difficulty level of task design directly affects students' learning outcomes. Teachers should fully understand students' levels to ensure that tasks are neither too simple to lose students' interest nor too complex to be unachievable. Therefore, managing the difficulty level of tasks becomes one of the primary concerns in the Task-Based Teaching Method.

Compared to traditional teaching models, Task-Based Teaching may require more time. Teachers need to allocate time reasonably in the design and implementation of tasks, ensuring that students have enough time to complete tasks without affecting the progress of other instructional content. Effective time management facilitates the smooth progress of tasks, allowing students to complete them within the allotted time and achieve the desired learning outcomes.

Students show significant individual differences in Task-Based Teaching, involving learning styles, academic levels, etc. While some students may adapt more easily to the task-based learning approach, others may need more support and guidance. Therefore, teachers need the ability to differentiate instruction, providing personalized guidance to meet the diverse learning needs of different students. This adds complexity to teaching but is crucial for better promoting students' comprehensive development.

The application of the Task-Based Teaching Method in college English reading instruction requires teachers to consider teaching objectives, student characteristics, and textbook content comprehensively. Through skillful task design, teachers can maximize the advantages of the Task-Based Teaching Method, improving students' reading abilities. At the same time, teachers need to flexibly apply the Task-Based Teaching Method, overcoming potential difficulties with well-designed tasks to ensure the maximization of teaching effectiveness.

4. Impact of Task-Based Teaching Method on Students' Reading Ability

4.1 Enhancement of Students' Reading Ability through Task-Based Teaching Method

The Task-Based Teaching Method effectively enhances students' reading abilities by emphasizing real-life contexts and task-driven learning. In task design, teachers set specific and life-related reading tasks, enabling students to apply the learned knowledge in real situations. This process of practical application strengthens students' understanding and use of language, fostering more flexible and in-depth abilities in actual reading.

Through task introduction, students' interest and motivation are stimulated, leading them to more actively engage in reading activities. As students solve problems and complete projects, they focus not only on superficial text comprehension but also on deeper thinking and analysis, thereby enhancing their deep reading comprehension abilities. This comprehensive reading practice helps develop students' abilities to analyze and interpret texts comprehensively.

4.2 Exploration of Individual Differences in the Impact of Task-Based Teaching Method

In the Task-Based Teaching Method, individual differences significantly impact reading abilities. Students show varying academic levels, learning styles, and abilities to address challenges in reading tasks. Teachers need to provide differentiated guidance and personalized support based on students' individual differences.

The Task-Based Teaching Method emphasizes active participation and collaboration among students, enabling them to share different views and strategies in group work. This helps to compensate for shortcomings that may arise from individual differences, promoting mutual learning and cooperation among students, thus improving overall reading levels. However, it is also important to balance individual development and group collaboration in team settings to ensure the comprehensive development of each student.

Through in-depth research and practice on the impact of the Task-Based Teaching Method on students' reading abilities, educators can better understand the influence of individual differences on reading learning, further optimizing teaching strategies and enhancing reading instruction effectiveness.

5. Conclusion

From the study of the Task-Based Teaching Method in college English reading instruction, we conclude that it is an effective teaching approach that enhances students' reading abilities, stimulates
learning interest, and promotes comprehensive development in language application skills. In future college English reading instruction, educators can fully draw on the concepts and implementation strategies of the Task-Based Teaching Method, applying it flexibly in classroom teaching to improve teaching effectiveness and cultivate English learners with practical language application abilities.
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